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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Having high non-performing is the cause of losing efficiency and the performance of a bank. The 

private bank sector suffering by the increasing number of NPL for few years. Banks are trying to 

improve their performance by reducing NPL. From 2011 to 2017 the ratio of NPL increase from 

6.1% to 10.7%.The ratio of NPL is related with entrepreneurs, lending process and macroeconomic 

factors. Macroeconomic factors are like GDP growth rate, inflation, interest and unemployment 

rate. The research is about to determinants the trend of increasing non-performing loan. The 

research is based on last 8 years ration of NPL of 4 private companies. The research focused on 

four macroeconomic factors which have great influence on NPL. The research indicates that GDP 

growth rate has only negative relation with the change of non-performing loan. Other factors are 

positively effect on non-performing loan. When GDP growth rate decrease, there will be low 

income or unemployment problem. People will face problem to pay loan which increase gross 

NPL. And if inflation increase the value of money decrease and if interest rate increase then it will 

be tough to repay loan and creates more non-performing loan. From the research it shows that all 

banks are not suffering my all macroeconomic factors but most of the factors impact positively or 

negatively on non-performing loan which reduce the performance and efficiency of bank. 
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JAMUNA Bank. 

 

JAMUNA Bank is new generation bank which has started its operation from 3rd June, 2001. But it 

has registered as a banking company under companies act in 1994. JBL has 97 branches 33 

districts. It is provided retail Banking, corporate banking, Islamic banking, SME banking, NRB 

banking, international banking, deposits, foreign remittance, loans and other services. For the 

development of trade and commerce of the country, JAMUNA Bank are doing all type of 

transactions. For ensuring the contribution of the country, reasonable return and sustainable 

growth, they provide their service timely and properly with using appropriate technology. JBL has 

already attained tremendous prosperity within last 18 years. 

Responsibilities and Experiences: 

 Day to day Pay Order balancing 

 Help them making bank reconciliation 

 Making every day balance sheet 

 Working in clearing which is a part of credit department 

 Opening accounts for clients 

 Managing cheque  and vouchers and supplymentary 

 Differentiate loans, deposits, expenses, SME loan 
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1.1 Background of the study 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________       

                                              

Banking industry is one of the prime sector of the economic growth of any country. Private Banks 

are one of the important part of bank industry. It determines the financial sustainability and growth 

of a country by providing the scope of moving money between countries and interaction among 

the bank and the borrower and savers. So the performance and efficiency of any bank is significant 

for its country. According to Thou(2017), for both industrialized and non-industrialized countries 

bank faces NPLs as challenges. The balance sheet of any bank non-performing loan is an important 

item. Non-performing loan is a kind of loan where the borrowers are unable to pay the interest 

with the principal. NPL affects negatively on the performance and profitability of any bank. The 

theme of "non-performing loans" (NPL) has attracted more attention in recent decades. Several 

studies examined bank failures and find that asset quality is an indicator of insolvency (Demirguc-

Kunt, 1989; Barr and Siems, 1994). That’s why bank always try to reduce the amount of non-

performing loan. To control non-performing loan, banks always need to determine the factors 

which are affecting on the non-performing loan. There are so many factors influenced the amount 

of NPL and it’s not easy to identify all factors. Especially the factors which affects NPL business 

are related with lending process, entrepreneurs and most importantly macroeconomics factors. 

New entrepreneurs have low experience, business have poor management and poor financial 

performance, disbursement of fund and poor monitoring, GDP growth rate, Inflation rate, Interest 

rate, unemployment rate are the main reason for causing Non-performing loan. In this study it will 

be shown that some of the macroeconomic factors are closely related with the increasing and 

decreasing number of non-performing loan in the private sector of Bangladeshi bank. 
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1.2 Objective of the study: 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________                                          

 

The objectives of this report are, 

 Understanding the present situation of non-performing loan in Bangladeshi private bank 

sector. 

 To research about default loan condition in private bank. 

 Identify the main cause of non-performing loan. 

 To find out some solution to decrease the amount of non-performing loan. 

 To get idea about the determinants trend of NPL. 

 To discuss how the economic factors are important for non-performing loan. 

 

 

 

 

1.3 Methodology of the study: 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

The report purpose is to figure out the influence of macroeconomic factors on Non-performing 

loan in private bank sector in Bangladesh. It includes data collections, source of data and the 

methods for analysis. Data has been collected from various sources like annual report of different 

private banks, journals, research works of individuals and different publications. 

The study used information from 5 private banks. For analyzing data, the information collected 

from 2011-2017 annual reports of the companies. 
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1.4 Limitation of the study: 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

It was tried to make the report effectively but there is some limitation that I have faced. The 

limitation of the study are, 

 The insufficient of relevant information and unavailability of the information. 

 There are limited time for preparing the report. 

 Unable to use the primary data for research analysis because of strict regulation of 

the bank. 
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2.1 Non-performing loan: 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

According to Hennie (2003), the loans which were unable to generate income is called Non-

performing loan. When the loan cannot perform for 90 days it’s consider as Non-performing loan. 

Non-performing loans are one of the major problem for banking sector. Most of the research have 

been made based on public bank of non-performing loan in different countries. In December, 2011 

the rate of NPL was 6.1% but in September 2017, it was 10.7%. The rate of NPL increased rapidly 

over the years. For increasing number of NPL, the performance of bank and the economic growth 

are decreasing. 

Lots of report has been made based on Bangladeshi banking sector. But there are few research has 

been made on Non-performing loan. The minimization of NPL is a necessary condition for 

improving economic growth. When NPL retained permanently, these will have an impact on the 

resources that are enclosed in unprofitable areas. Thus, NPL are likely to hamper economic growth 

and reduce the economic efficiency (Hou, 2007). 

Loans are classified accordingly to following categories: 

1. Classified Loans  

a) Sub-standard (SS) 

b) Doubtful (DF) 

c) Bad/Loss Loan 

2. Unclassified Loan 
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2.2 Macroeconomic factors: 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

According to Nkusu (2011), macroeconomic developments are associated with the increase in 

NPL. The element of macroeconomic variables are essential for both provincial and national level 

and also for general economy. Instead of selected individuals, the variables effects on the 

population of Bangladesh. Many research shows that non-performing loan increase during the 

recession of a country. That means NPL depends on the economic condition of a country. There 

are different kind of macroeconomic variables which have positive and negative impact on NPL. 

The study is based of only four factors which are mostly influence the change of NPL ratio. 

 

Gross Domestic Product (GDP): 

According to Thou(2017), the sum value of the service and gross domestic product is the economic 

price of all the finished goods and services which are produced within a country in an earmarked 

time period. GDP growth rate is one of the most important factors which influences the ratio of 

NPL in Bangladeshi private bank sector. Low NPL ratio is associated with an economy which is 

expansionary (Carey,1998) The increasing number of GDP growth rate means there are economic 

growth in the country. The economic growth means indicates people of the country have more 

income which helps them to pay the loans they had taken from the bank. If the borrowers are able 

to pay the loan then the ratio of NPL will decrease. Which means if GDP growth rate increase and 

the rate of NPL will decrease. NPL is negatively affected by GDP growth rate. 

 

Inflation Rate:  

The rate at which the level of prices for goods and services is increasing and the purchasing power 

is decreasing, is called Inflation rate. The impact of inflation rate on NPL basically depend on the 

economic condition of a country. It can be negative or positive. The impact of inflation on the 

change of NPL can be either positive or negative depending on the economic condition and some 
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other firm-specific factors ( Rajha,2016). When inflation rate increase, the real value of income 

decrease. Low level of income effects on repaying ability of loans. There borrowers unable to pay 

loan when inflation rate rises. So, there are positive relation between inflation rate an NPL. 

 

Interest Rate: 

Interest rate is also known as APR. APR means Annual Percentage Rate. Interest is the percentage 

of the principle which is charged from a borrower when they borrowed money from financial 

institutions. According to Curak,Poposi & Pepur(2012), The level of NPAs and the excessive debt 

charge are the result of increasing number of interest rate. The rise of interest rate negatively effects 

on the power of paying loan. The borrowers are quite unable to pay loan in the time period which 

is the cause of increasing bad loan or non-performing loan of a company. Banks charges high 

interest rate for more profit but sometimes its impact negatively and create more bad loans. 

 

 

Unemployment Rate:  

Unemployment rate is another important economic factor that influences the changing ratio of 

Bangladesh. Increasing number of unemployment rate influence the cash flow of households. 

Unemployment means no income or low level of income. The low level of income is one of the 

cause of not paying loan which is borrowed. So it can be stated that there are a positive relation 

between the changes of unemployment rate with the change of NPL ratio of bank. 
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The study is about macroeconomic factors of Bangladesh and Non-performing loan of private 

bank. The data is collected form four selected private banks as a sample data like AB Bank, Bank 

Asia, JAMUNA Bank and BRAC Bank. At first the study find out some factors like GDP growth 

rate, inflation rate, interest rate and unemployment rate of Bangladesh. The rate of GDP, inflation, 

interest and unemployment rate of 2011-2017 are pick up for the research. 

 

Dependent variable: 

The ratio of non-performing loan changes with the change of macroeconomic variable. So that 

gross ratio of NPL is choose as depend variable for this research. 

Independent variable: 

The variable which have the power to the change of rate of non-performing loan are consider as 

independent variable. GDP growth rate, unemployment, inflation and interest rate influence the 

change of gross NPL. So those factors is treated as independent variable. 

 

So The Y variable (independent) is the NPL rate of the bank and macroeconomic factors used as 

X variable (dependent). As general statistic standard, the significance of the regression analysis 

level has been considered up to 0.05. 
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3.1 Purpose of selecting 5 banks: 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

There are 40 private commercial banks in Bangladesh. Because of the time limitation it’s not easy 

to work on every private bank. . So that the study have selected 5 banks as a sample for this research 

from this 40 private commercial banks. 

For this research BRAC Bank, AB Bank, Prime Bank, Bank Asia and JAMUNA Bank has been 

chosen. Among these 5 banks BRAC Bank is in good position now. Their performance is 

satisfactory and their EPS is high. JAMUNA Bank, Bank Asia and Prime Bank are in middle 

position. Their performance and EPS are in average level. But AB Bank in in lower position in 

private bank sector. Their ROA (return on assets) and ROE (return on equity) was falling over the 

past 5 years. Because of low EPS, there revenue, gross profit, deposits also low. 

All categories (good, medium, poor) banks has been selected for the study to get a fair result in 

research. If only good or poor categories banks has selected, the analysis may shows partial results. 

So, it will help to understand how every categories banks are affected by macroeconomic factors. 

 

The multiple regression has been applied for the analysis of this research. For conducting the 

research some variables are specified. One variable is consider as dependent variable and rest of 

the variable are independent variable. 
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3.2 Data: 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

f.g:  NPL rate of AB Bank from 2011-2017 as Y variable and 7 years data of GDP Growth 

rate, Inflation rate, Interest rate and unemployment rate as X variable 

 

 

f.g:  NPL rate of Bank Asia from 2011-2017 as Y variable and 7 years data of GDP 

Growth rate, Inflation rate, Interest rate and unemployment rate as X variable 
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f.g:  NPL rate of JAMUNA Bank from 2011-2017 as Y variable and 7 years data of GDP 

Growth rate, Inflation rate, Interest rate and unemployment rate as X variable 

 

 

f.g:  NPL rate of BRAC Bank from 2011-2017 as Y variable and 7 years data of GDP 

Growth rate, Inflation rate, Interest rate and unemployment rate as X variable 
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f.g:  NPL rate of Prime Bank from 2011-2017 as Y variable and 7 years data of GDP 

Growth rate, Inflation rate, Interest rate and unemployment rate as X variable 

 

After collecting these data, the hypothesis method will be used from regression analysis and find 

out the effects of the factors on Non-performing loan of each bank. 
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4.1 R Squared: 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

R square shows that how much X (dependent variable) can be narrated by the Y (independent 

variable). It is also known as coefficient of determination for regression. 

 

f.g: R Square of regression for AB Bank 

 

                                       

f.g: R Square of regression for Bank Asia 
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f.g: R Square of regression for JAMUNA Bank 

 

 

f.g: R Square of regression for BRAC Bank 
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f.g: R Square of regression for Prime Bank 

 

R square is the percentage of the response variable variation that is interpreted by linear model. 

There are different table for each bank. From those table we find that the R square for AB bank is 

82%. Bank Asia is 78% and for JAMUNA and BRAC Bank and Prime Bank are 99%. R square 

means that regression model for each bank explain all the variability of the response data around 

its mean. 

We know that, the higher level of R square means the accuracy of the model is also high. . Here, 

99% of the value for JAMUNA, BRAC Bank shows higher R squared which fits out data. And 

For AB and Bank Asia the data has less accuracy that JAMUNA, BRAC Bank and Prime bank. 

But all value of R square indicated that there are strong relationship between the factors (GDP, 

Inflation rate, Interest rate, and Unemployment rate) and the rate of NPL for each bank. 

 

 

4.2 Model Overview: 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

The Anova model is basically determine that the regression model is effective or not or how much 

effective for the research. Here the significance level is .05. If Significance F value is less than .05 

than we chose the model is effective for the research. 
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f.g: The value of Significance F of AB Bank 

 

f.g: The value of Significance F of Bank Asia 

 

   

f.g: The value of Significance F of Jamuna Bank 
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f.g: The value of Significance F of BRAC Bank 

 

 

f.g: The value of Significance F Prime Bank 

 

Here, the Significance F for AB Bank and Bank Asia are more than .05. So the model is not that 

much effective. And for JAMUNA Bank and BRAC Bank the value of Significance F are less than 

.05 which means the regression model is fit for the research. 
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4.3 Hypothesis : 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

The following hypothesis is formulated for the study- 

 

 

1 

 

𝐻𝑜 

𝐻1 

 

GDP growth rate has negative impact on Non-performing loan 

GDP growth rate has positive impact on Non-performing loan. 

 

2 

 

𝐻𝑜 

𝐻1 

 

        Inflation rate has positive impact on Non-performing loan. 

        Inflation rate has positive impact on Non-performing loan. 

 

 

3 

 

𝐻𝑜 

𝐻1 

 

        Interest rate has positive impact on Non-performing loan. 

        Interest rate has positive impact on Non-performing loan. 

 

4 

 

𝐻𝑜 

𝐻1 

 

   Unemployment rate has positive impact on Non-performing loan.  

   Unemployment rate has negative impact on Non-performing loan.
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4.4 Decision: 

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

f.g: P-value for AB Bank 

The P value of GDP growth rate, Inflation rate, Interest rate and Unemployment rate are higher 

than 0.05. Which means we will not reject the null hypothesis. The hypothesis indicates that GDP 

growth rate negatively affects the NPL of AB Bank and also positively affected by inflation interest 

rate and unemployment rate. 

 

 

f.g: P-value for Bank Asia 
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Here, the P value are more than .05 for all macroeconomic factors. So we will not reject the null 

hypothesis. The hypothesis result shows that if GDP growth rate decrease, the ratio of NPL will 

increase and if the other factors like inflation, interest and unemployment rate increase, the NPL 

will also increase.  

 

 

f.g: P-value for Jamuna Bank 

The P value of the regression are less than 0.05 for inflation and interest rate. That means we will 

reject the null hypothesis. So both inflation and interest rate have negative impact on NPL of 

JAMUNA Bank. And the P value for GDP growth rate and unemployment are greater than 0.05. 

We will not reject the null which means if GDP growth rate increase, the rate of NPL will decrease 

and if unemployment increase, NPL of JAMUNA Bank will also increase. 

 

f.g: P-value for BRAC  Bank 
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P value For GDP growth rate, interest rate and unemployment rate are less than 0.05 which means 

we will reject the null. So, GDP growth rate influence positively and interest rate and inflation rate 

influence negatively on NPL rate of BRAC Bank. But the P value of inflation rate is more than 

0.05. So we will not reject the null for inflation rate which indicated the NPL rate of BRAC Bank 

will increase if the rate of inflation will increase. 

 

 

f.g: P-value for Prime Bank 

 

Here, the all value of P are less than 0.05. So we will reject all null hypothesis for every single 

factors. Which means the changing of interest rate, inflation rate and unemployment rate have 

negative impact on the changing of non-performing loan of prime bank. And also the NPL will 

influence by GDP growth rate.  

 

All regression result shows that the performance of every private bank are affected by 

macroeconomic factors. Here, AB Bank and Bank Asia are very much affects by the factors. Each 

and every factors influence on the ratio of increasing and decreasing rate of NPL. The JAMUNA 

Bank and BRAC Bank are in medium position. The rate of NPL is more affected by GDP growth 

rate and unemployment rate. The research shows that the increasing or decreasing rate of inflation 

rate is positively affects the rate of NPL of BRAC Bank. But all of those bank, Prime Bank is in 

better position. The increasing rate of NPL are not that much affected by the macroeconomic 

factors. 
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4.5 Correlation between NPL and Factors: 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Here the chart shows the positive of negative correlation of each factors with the NPL rate of each 

year for single Bank. 

 

 

 

f.g: Correlation between NPL rate of AB Bank and all macroeconomic factors 
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f.g: Correlation between NPL rate of Bank Asia and all macroeconomic factors 

 

 

f.g: Correlation between NPL rate of Jamuna Bank and all macroeconomic factors 
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f.g: Correlation between NPL rate of BRAC Bank and all macroeconomic factors 

 

 

f.g: Correlation between NPL rate of Prime Bank and all macroeconomic factors 
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Conclusion 
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NPLs are compactly related with the performance of bank. Low level of NPAs ensure the smooth 

operation in bank industry. The research mostly concern about the increasing or decreasing number 

of NPL of last few years in private bank. This quantitative research is related to the pervious study 

of bank based on their non-performing loan. 

The research ended with a statement that the ratio of non-performing loan are highly oppressed by 

macroeconomic factors. Banks are not affected by all factor but most of the factors influence to 

increase NPL ratio of private bank. 

The research shows that most of the bank are very much affected by GDP growth rate and 

unemployment problem rather than other macroeconomic factors. Identification of geographic area 

is more important for GDP growth rate and unemployment problem.  All bank have several 

branches in different areas. So before establishing branches, bank should choose area wisely where 

the GDP growth rate is high that means the unemployment rate is low. Which means there will be 

less chance to unable to pay the loan. However, interest rate and inflation also effects on 

performance efficiency of bank. All private bank facing bad loans for a few years due to increasing 

non-performing loans.  
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